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ABSTRACT

Web-scale information networks containing billions of entities are common nowadays. Querying these networks can be modeled as a subgraph matching problem. Since information networks are incomplete and noisy in nature, it is important to discover answers that match exactly as well as answers that are similar to queries. Existing graph matching algorithms usually use graph indices to improve the efficiency of query processing. For web-scale information networks, it may not be feasible to build the graph indices due to the amount of work and the memory/storage required.

In this paper, we propose an efficient algorithm for finding the best k answers for a given query without precomputing graph indices. The quality of an answer is measured by a matching score that is computed online. To speed up query processing, we propose a novel technique for bounding the matching scores during the computation. By using bounds, we can efficiently prune the answers that have low qualities without having to evaluate all possible answers. The bounding technique can be implemented in a distributed environment, allowing our approach to efficiently answer the queries on web-scale information networks. We demonstrate the effectiveness and the efficiency of our approach through a series of experiments on real-world information networks. The result shows that our bounding technique can reduce the running time up to two orders of magnitude comparing to an approach that does not use bounds.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Information networks such as Freebase [12] have become massive in recent years. Freebase, a collaborative knowledge graph, contains more than 43.9 million entities, interconnected by 2.4 billion facts. The Linked Open Data project [4] connects RDF datasets on the web, resulting in an information network containing 1.77 billion RDF triples. It is important to be able to extract information from these networks. However, performing query operations on such web-scale information networks can be challenging.

In this paper, we study the problem of identifying a set of unknown entities in an information network given a set of related entities and facts/relations. For example, a query on Freebase can be “find an actor who collaborated with the director of the movie ‘Avatar’ and also performed in the movie ‘Body of Lies’”. We can model an information network or a query as a graph that consists of entities and relationships (or facts) between entities. Answering queries on information networks then becomes a subgraph matching problem. While it is common to seek answers that match exactly to queries, it is equally important to discover an answer that is similar to the queries. Information networks are typically crawled from the web or a large collection of databases. Therefore, they can be incomplete and noisy. Further, a user might not know the schema of the information network well enough to specify a query. It is likely that a user describes a vague query that is similar in structure to the desired answer. Fig. 1(a) shows the query graph for the aforementioned example query. An answer to the query from Freebase, that the actor is DiCaprio and the director is Cameron, is shown in Fig. 1(b). Clearly, the answer is not an exact match to the query. In particular, actor DiCaprio does not connect to director Cameron or the movie ‘Body of Lies’ directly in Freebase. Nevertheless, this is a good answer to the query. Therefore, it is crucial to be able to identify both exact and similar matches to a query for information networks.

The problem of subgraph matching has been studied extensively in the past decades [30, 28, 18, 19]. However, most of them utilize graph indices that require precomputation and storage size of super-linear to information network size [27]. It may be infeasible to build the graph indices for web-scale networks due to the amount of work and the memory/storage required. To address this problem, we propose an index-free approach for answering information queries. Our approach is able to identify all answers that have the same structure as the query as well as answers that are similar to the query. The quality of an answer is measured by
2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

2.1 Preliminaries

We model an information network as a typed graph. A typed graph $\langle V, E, T \rangle$ is an undirected graph, where $V$ is a set of nodes, $E$ is a set of edges, and $T$ is a set of node types. Each node $v$ has a node type and a name that is a string. Generally, there are many nodes having the same node type, but a node name is usually unique or shared by only a few nodes. For simplicity, we assume the node names are unique and there are no types on the edges. However, our approach can be extended for graphs with shared names and typed edges. We represent an information network by a data graph $G = \langle V_G, E_G, T \rangle$ and refer to its nodes as data nodes.

A query on an information graph aims to discover a set of unknown entities by providing related entities, or known entities. We model the query as a typed graph, $Q = \langle V_Q, E_Q, T \rangle$. In the query graph, there are two types of nodes: (1) A specific node corresponds to a known entity. Both the type and the name of a specific node are known. (2) A query node corresponds to an unknown entity. Only its type is known. In the query graph in Fig. 1, ‘Avatar’ and ‘Body of Lies’ are the specific nodes, and the two nodes with type actor and type director are the query nodes. We denote the set of specific nodes by $V_Q^{S}$ and the set of query nodes by $V_Q^{Q}$.

To answer a query, we need to map every query node to a data node. The mapping is referred to as an embedding.

Definition 1 (Embedding). Given a data graph $G$ and a query graph $Q$, an embedding of $Q$ in $G$ is an injective function $f : V_Q \rightarrow V_G$ where (1) $\forall q \in V_Q$, $q$ and $f(q)$ have the same type; (2) $\forall q^* \in V_Q^S$, $q^*$ and $f(q^*)$ have the same name.

The embeddings that result in the subgraphs with the same structure as the query graph are exact matches. Formally, we have the following definition.

Definition 2 (Exact Match). An embedding $f$ is an exact match of a query graph $Q$ if for each edge $(q_i, q_j) \in E_Q$, there is an edge $(f(q_i), f(q_j)) \in E_G$.

Considering the noisiness and incompleteness of the information networks, to answer a given query we are interested in finding both the exact matches and similar matches. Therefore, we consider the top-$k$ graph similarity matching problem, which returns the best $k$ embeddings according to a similarity measure, as described in the next section.

2.2 Similarity Measure

In this section, we propose a similarity measure to quantify the structural similarity between a query graph and an embedding.

First, we introduce a closeness vector, which is used to represent a structural signature of a node’s neighborhood in a graph. The closeness vector captures the graph structure around a node using the closeness between the node and the other nodes. For a node $q_i$ in a query graph, its closeness vector specifies how close it is to each node in the query graph, defined formally as follows. Let the nodes in a query graph $Q$ be $q_1, \ldots, q_m$. The closeness vector of $q_i$, denoted by $R_Q(q_i)$, is defined as

$$R_Q(q_i) = [\varphi_Q(q_i, q_1), \ldots, \varphi_Q(q_i, q_m)],$$

where $\varphi_Q(q_i, q_j)$ is a closeness score between $q_i$ and $q_j$.
We design our closeness score function, which quantifies the closeness between two nodes, by aiming for two properties. (1) The closer the nodes are in terms of the shortest path distance, the higher the score. (2) When two pairs of nodes have the same shortest path distance, the pair having more shortest paths has a higher score. Based on these properties, the closeness between node \( u \) and \( v \) in a graph \( G \), denoted by \( \psi_G(u,v) \), is defined by:

\[
\psi_G(u,v) = \begin{cases} 
1, & u = v \\
\min\{n_{u,v}, N_{a^{u,v}}\}, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(1)

where \( l_{u,v} \) and \( n_{a,v} \) are the length and the number of the shortest paths between \( u \) and \( v \), \( \alpha \) is a constant between 0 and 1, and \( N \) is a constant smaller than \( \frac{1}{\alpha} \). When \( n_{a,v} > N \), the closeness score of \( u \) and \( v \) is bounded to \( N\alpha^{u,v} < \alpha^{u,v} \).

To quantify the similarity between a query graph and an embedding, we also represent a match of a query node in an embedding with a closeness vector. The closeness vector of a match specifies how close it is to the other matches in the data graph. Formally, the closeness vector \( \psi_G(q_i,f) \) of a match of \( q_i \) in \( f \) is defined as

\[
\psi_G(q_i,f) = [\psi_G(f(q_i),f(q_1)), ..., \psi_G(f(q_i),f(q_n))].
\]

Based on the closeness vectors, for a given embedding we quantify the cost of matching a node to a query node, or node match cost, using the difference between their closeness vectors. For a match of \( q_i \) in embedding \( f \), the node match cost is computed as follows:

\[
C(f,q_i) = \sum_{j \in V_Q} \Theta(\psi_G(q_i,j),\psi_G(f(q_i),f(j))),
\]

(2)

where \( \Theta \) is a positive-difference function defined as

\[
\Theta(a,b) = \begin{cases} 
a - b, & a > b \\
0, & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\]

(3)

The node match cost is the sum of the difference in all the dimensions of the closeness vectors. The positive-difference function is used for two purposes: (1) To avoid penalizing the case where two matches are closer than their corresponding query nodes. The closer matches mean they are closely related. Intuitively, this should not degrade the quality of the answer. (2) To avoid the negative difference in one dimension canceling out the difference in the other dimensions of the vector, which can introduce false-positive answers.

Based on the node match cost, we formulate a similarity measure for an embedding by combining the node match cost of all the nodes in the embedding as follows.

**Definition 3 (Similarity Measure).** Given a data graph \( G \), a query graph \( Q \), and an embedding \( f \), the match cost of \( f \) is defined as:

\[
C(f) = \sum_{q_i \in V_Q} C(f,q_i)
\]

(4)

The match cost of an embedding takes into account the structural difference between the query graph and the embedding. The more similar an embedding to the query graph, the lower its match cost. It is clear from the definition that the exact-match embeddings have zero matching cost and the match cost of any inexact match is greater than zero.

Our embedding match cost can be extended to support graphs with typed edges. When two nodes in a query graph are connected by a typed edge, their matches should be connected by the edge having the same type. Otherwise, the cost of matching the edge types should be added to the embedding matching costs.

Based on the defined match costs, the top-\( k \) graph similarity matching problem is defined as follows.

**The top-\( k \) similarity matching problem.** Given a data graph \( G \) and a query graph \( Q \), identify \( k \) embeddings that have the smallest match costs.

To simplify the notation, in the rest of the paper, we let \( \delta_{q_i,q_j}(u,v) \) denote \( \Theta(\psi_G(q_i,q_j),\psi_G(u,v)) \). We list the frequently used notations in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( V_Q )</td>
<td>A set of query nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_G )</td>
<td>A set of specific nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f )</td>
<td>A specific node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \psi_G(u,v) )</td>
<td>The closeness score between ( u ) and ( v ) in data graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_q(u,v) )</td>
<td>The closeness score between ( q ) and ( v ) in query graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta_{q_i,q_j}(u,v) )</td>
<td>A shortened form of ( \Theta(\psi_G(q_i,q_j),\psi_G(u,v)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\psi}(f,q) )</td>
<td>The embedding match cost of embedding ( f )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C^N(v,q) )</td>
<td>The match cost of ( v ) as a candidate of ( q )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathcal{F} )</td>
<td>The candidate embedding set</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Frequently used notations

3. **ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK**

A naive approach for finding the top-\( k \) embeddings is to enumerate and rank all possible embeddings. From the definition, the candidate matches for each query node \( q \) include all the data nodes with the same type as \( q \). Thus, the number of all possible embeddings can be very large, especially in massive networks, and the naive approach can be very time-consuming. To speed up the computation, our approach reduces the search space by lessening the number of candidate matches for each query node while ensuring that the high quality (low matching cost) embeddings are still in the reduced search space.

In our approach, the candidate set for each query node is populated by selecting a small number of data nodes that are likely to produce high quality embeddings. For this, we need a measure that can evaluate the quality of the matches of each query node independently. To derive this measure, we decompose the embedding match cost as follows.

\[
C(f) = \sum_{q_i \in V_Q} \sum_{q_j \in V_G} \delta_{q_i,q_j}(f(q_i),f(q_j))
\]

(5)

In the decomposition, Part I is the cost based on each match’s closeness with the matches of specific nodes. Part II is the cost based on each match’s closeness with the matches of query nodes. It can be seen that in Part I, the cost associated with each query node depends on only the matches of the specific nodes, independent of the other query nodes. Precisely, the cost of matching a data node \( v \) to a query node \( q \) in Part I, denoted by \( C^N(v,q) \), is as follows:

\[
C^N(v,q) = \sum_{q’ \in V_Q} \delta_{q’,q}(\psi(q’),v).
\]

(6)
Algorithm 1: GraB

Input: data graph $G$, query graph $Q$, $k$
Output: top-$k$ embeddings

// Phase 1: Identify the top-$k^*$ candidate matches for each query node.
1. $\mathcal{M} \leftarrow \text{IdentifyMatches}(G, Q, k^*)$

// Phase 2: Identify the top-$k$ embeddings.
2. $\mathcal{F}_k \leftarrow \text{IdentifyEmbs}(G, Q, \mathcal{M}, k)$
3. return $\mathcal{F}_k$

where $\phi(q^*)$ is an anchor node, the match of specific node $q^*$. We refer to $G^K(v, q)$ as known match cost.

We build a candidate set for each query node by selecting data nodes with the lowest known match cost. Because the selected candidates minimize a significant part of the total cost, the top embeddings are likely to be among the embeddings produced from these candidate sets. We show later through our experiments that this heuristic efficiently prunes search space but still provides accurate answers.

The overview of our approach, GraB, is shown in Algorithm 1. The approach consists of two phases. In Phase 1, a candidate match set for each query node is created by selecting $k^*$ best candidate matches, where $k^*$ is a predefined constant. In Phase 2, the approach searches for $k$ embeddings with the lowest match costs among the $k^*|V_Q^*|$ candidate embeddings.

The value of $k^*$ determines the accuracy of the algorithm. When $k^*$ is larger, more candidate matches are selected for each query node; therefore, it is more likely that the real top-$k$ answers are among the $k^*|V_Q^*|$ candidate embeddings. However, with larger $k^*$ the algorithm will need longer time to enumerate the candidate embeddings in Phase 2. Intuitively, if each query node has more than $k$ candidates, the accurate top-$k$ answers are likely to be found. Therefore, we recommend to set $k^*$ between $k$ to $2k$. We discuss the selection of $k^*$ further in the experiment. Note that in order to find all the embeddings that exactly match the query graph, we should select all the candidate matches whose known match costs are zero. In this case, the size of the candidate set may be larger than $k^*$.

4. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

From the algorithm framework, one solution that allows the results to be returned quickly is to create an index that stores a precomputed pairwise closeness scores and use the index in computing the known match cost and the embedding match cost. For fast access, the indexed closeness scores have to be stored in memory. However, the number of pairwise closeness scores is $|V_G|^2$, where $|V_G|$ is the number of data nodes; for a web-scale information network that contains billions of nodes, storing the pairwise closeness scores in memory is usually infeasible. In this section, we describe our index-free algorithm, which does not require the precomputed closeness scores but still can answer queries efficiently.

4.1 Algorithm Overview

As the algorithm described in Section 3, the index-free algorithm consists of two phases, i.e., identifying the top-$k^*$ candidate matches for each query node and identifying the top-$k$ embeddings. While we can compute all the required closeness scores in both phases online, the computation is time-consuming. To obtain the results faster, our algorithm computes the bounds of the closeness scores and use the bounds to derive the top-$k$ embeddings.

In this algorithm, the bounds of the closeness scores are computed by performing multiple Breadth-First Searches (BFSes). Each BFS iteratively refines the closeness score bounds (denoted by $\phi_G^+$ and $\phi_G^-$) between one data node (source node) and the other data nodes. As the BFSes are progressed, the bounds approach the exact scores. We refer to this process as bound refinement. In Phase 1, we need the closeness scores between each of the anchor node and the candidate matches of a query node $q$ to compute the known match costs. Therefore, we perform $|V_Q^*|$ BFSes, each having an anchor node as a source node (line 4 of Algorithm 2). In Phase 2, the closeness scores among the candidate matches are required. Therefore, we perform the BFSes with each match as a source node (line 3 of Algorithm 3).

In both phases, while the bounds are being refined, the algorithm keeps checking whether the targeted results for those phases can be obtained with the current bounds. In Phase 1, for each query node, the algorithm checks whether the top-$k^*$ candidate matches are found (line 5 of Algorithm 2). Once the top-$k^*$ matches are found for all the query nodes, Phase 2 can be started. Similarly, in Phase 2, the algorithm keeps checking whether the top-$k$ embeddings can be identified with the current bounds and returns the results as soon as they are found (line 4 of Algorithm 3). We refer to the process of checking whether the top-$k^*$ candidate matches (or the top-$k$ embeddings) can be identified with the bounds as termination check.

In the following sections, we describe the derivation of the closeness score bounds, the termination check process, and the bound refinement process in detail.

4.2 Deriving Closeness Score Bounds

As stated in the overview, we use a BFS to refine the closeness score bounds between one data node and the other data nodes. Here we describe how we compute the closeness score bounds in each BFS.

Algorithm 2: (Phase 1) IdentifyMatches($G, Q, k^*$)

Input: data Graph $G$, query graph $Q$, $k^*$
Output: top-$k^*$ candidate set for each query node $\mathcal{M}$
1. $\text{Src} \leftarrow$ all the anchor nodes
2. foreach $q \in V_Q^*$ do
3. repeat
4. BoundRefinement($\text{Src}, \phi_G^+, \phi_G^-, G$) // Sec. 4.4
5. until TermPhase1($\phi_G^+, \phi_G^-, G$) is true // Sec. 4.3.2
6. $\mathcal{M}_q \leftarrow$ the top-$k^*$ candidate match set of $q$
7. $\mathcal{M} \leftarrow \mathcal{M} \cup \{(q, \mathcal{M}_q)\}$
8. return $\mathcal{M}$

Algorithm 3: (Phase 2) IdentifyEmbs($G, Q, \mathcal{M}, k$)

Input: data graph $G$, query graph $Q$, candidate match set $\mathcal{M}$, $k$
Output: top-$k$ embedding set $\mathcal{F}_k$
1. $\text{Src} \leftarrow$ all the candidate matches
2. repeat
3. BoundRefinement($\text{Src}, \phi_G^+, \phi_G^-, G$) // Sec. 4.4
4. until TermPhase2($\phi_G^+, \phi_G^-, \mathcal{M}$) is true // Sec. 4.3.3
5. $\mathcal{F}_k \leftarrow$ the top-$k$ embeddings
6. return $\mathcal{F}_k$
Given a source node, the BFS iteratively visits the data nodes in the source node’s neighborhood. At iteration $t$, all the data nodes visited in the source node’s $t$-hop neighborhood are visited by the search.

For the data nodes visited by the BFS in iteration $t$, we can compute its exact closeness scores. Suppose the source node is $s$. Let $V_t$ denote the set of the data nodes that are visited in iteration $t$, i.e., the nodes that are $t$ hops away from $s$. Initially, we have $V_0 = \{s\}$ and $\varphi_G(s, s) = 1$. For the later iterations, the closeness score of a data node $v$ in $V_t$ is computed by aggregating the closeness scores of $v$’s neighbors that are $t−1$ hops away from $s$, as shown in the following equation.

$$
\varphi_G(s, v) = \min\{Na', \sum_{u \in V_{t−1} \cap N(v)} \varphi_G(s, u) \cdot a\}
$$

(7)

where $N(v)$ is $v$’s adjacent neighbor set.

For the unvisited data nodes in iteration $t$, we know that they are at least $t + 1$ hops away from the source node, which means that their closeness scores are in the range of $[0, Na^{t+1}]$. Thus, at iteration $t$ of the BFS starting from the source node $s$, we have the following closeness scores bounds for a data node $v$.

$$
\varphi_G^-(s, v) = \begin{cases}
\varphi_G(s, v), & v \text{ is visited} \\
N\alpha^{t+1}, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$

(8)

$$
\varphi_G^+(s, v) = \begin{cases}
\varphi_G(s, v), & v \text{ is visited} \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$

4.3 Termination Check

While the closeness score bounds are being refined by the BFSes, GraB periodically performs the termination check that tests whether the top-$k^*$ candidate matches or the top-$k$ embeddings are found. In this subsection, we describe how to use the bounds to identify the top-$k^*$ candidate matches and the top-$k$ embeddings.

4.3.1 Termination Check Using Bounds

First, we describe a strategy for finding the top-$k$ embeddings from the candidate embedding set by using the upper bounds, $C^+$, and lower bounds, $C^-$, of the embedding match costs. The same strategy can be used to find the top-$k^*$ candidates for each query node by using the upper bounds, $C^{K^+}$, and lower bounds, $C^{K^-}$, of the known match costs.

The top-$k$ embedding identification consists of the following two steps.

1. Find $k$ embeddings with the smallest cost upper bounds $f_1, ..., f_k$.
2. Determine whether $f_1, ..., f_k$ are the top-$k$ embeddings. Assuming that $C^+(f_1) \leq C^+(f_2) \leq ... \leq C^+(f_k)$, we check the following condition:

$$
C^+(f_k) < C^-(f) \quad \text{for all } f \notin \{f_1, ..., f_k\}
$$

(9)

Eq. (9) uses the cost lower bounds to ensure that every $f$ that is not in $\{f_1, ..., f_k\}$ cannot have the cost lower than those of the tentative top-$k$ items. If Eq. (9) is satisfied, it is guaranteed that $f_1, ..., f_k$ are the real top-$k$ embeddings. Next, we discuss how to apply this strategy in each phase of the algorithm.

4.3.2 Termination Check for Top-$k^*$ Candidates

In Phase 1, for each query node $q$, our task is to find $k^*$ matches with the lowest known match costs. For each candidate, we derive its lower and upper bounds of known match costs.

Bounds of known match cost. From Eq. (6), we derive the bounds of known match costs in terms of the bounds of closeness scores. For a candidate $v$ of a query node $q$, the bounds of known match cost can be computed by the following equations.

$$
C^{K^+}(v, q) = \sum_{\phi(q') \in V_{q}^*} \Theta(\varphi_G(q', q), \varphi_G(\phi(q'), v))
$$

$$
C^{K^-}(v, q) = \sum_{\phi(q') \in V_{q}^*} \Theta(\varphi_G(q', q), \varphi_G^+(\phi(q'), v))
$$

(10)

Performing termination check. The termination check for Phase 1 is performed as shown in Algorithm 4. In the first step (line 1-3), we initialize a set $\mathcal{M}^q$ that contains all the data nodes having the same type as $q$. Then, the tentative top-$k^*$ candidates, which have the smallest upper bound costs, are identified from $\mathcal{M}^q$. In the second step (line 4-7), we test whether the tentative top-$k^*$ candidates are the real top-$k^*$ candidates by checking the lower bound costs.

4.3.3 Termination Check for Top-$k$ embeddings

In Phase 2, we find the top $k$ embeddings with the lowest embedding match costs. The details are given as follows.

Bounds of embedding match cost. We derive the lower and upper bounds of embedding match costs, i.e., $C^-(f)$ and $C^+(f)$, in terms of the bounds of closeness scores, as shown in the following equations.

$$
C^+(f) = \sum_{q_j \in V_q} \sum_{q_i \in V_q} \Theta(\varphi_G(q_i, q_j), \varphi_G^+(f(q_i), f(q_j)))
$$

$$
C^-(f) = \sum_{q_j \in V_q} \sum_{q_i \in V_q} \Theta(\varphi_G(q_i, q_j), \varphi_G^-(f(q_i), f(q_j)))
$$

(11)

Performing termination check. The outline of the termination check is given in Algorithm 5. For the first step (line 1), we find the tentative top-$k$ embeddings with the s-
4.4 Bound Refinement

In the two phases of our algorithm, multiple BFSes are performed to obtain all the required closeness score bounds. We progress the BFSes concurrently. The BFSes are selected in a round-robin manner for one iteration, as shown in Algorithm 6.

![Figure 2: Identifying top-2 matches for a query node](image)

To improve the efficiency, we dynamically assign priorities to the BFSes. We use a heuristic to quantify the benefit of performing each BFS. For Phase 1, intuitively, if the bounds of the known match costs are closer to the exact costs, we are more likely to find the top-\(k\) matches. Therefore, we should select the BFSes that are the most helpful in reducing the distance between the bounds and the exact known match costs of the candidate matches. Since the exact costs are not known, we use the difference between the upper bound and the lower bound, or the bound gap, to approximate the distance from the exact costs. For a candidate match \(v\) of query node \(q\), the gap of the known match cost bounds is computed as follows.

\[
C^{k+}(v) - C^{k-}(v) = \sum_{u \in V^Q} \delta^{+}_{q, u}(\phi(q^*), v) - \delta^{-}_{q, u}(\phi(q^*), v)
\]

From the equation, it can be seen that the BFS having \(\phi(q^*)\) as a source node contributes the amount of \(\delta^{+}_{q, u}(\phi(q^*), v) - \delta^{-}_{q, u}(\phi(q^*), v)\) to the bound gap. In order to approach the exact known match costs as quickly as possible, we select the BFS whose associated closeness scores contribute the most to the bound gaps of the candidate matches. Therefore, the priority of a BFS starting at an anchor node \(\phi(q^*)\) is assigned by computing its total contribution to the bound gaps of all the candidate matches as follows.

\[
P_i(\phi(q^*)) = \sum_{v \in \hat{M}^q} \delta^{+}_{q, v}(\phi(q^*), v) - \delta^{-}_{q, v}(\phi(q^*), v),
\]

where \(\hat{M}^q\) is the set of \(q\)'s candidates having the lower bound costs smaller than \(C^{k+}(v_q, q)\). The nodes in \(\hat{M}^q\) are those eligible to be the top-\(k\) candidates of \(q\) in the future.

The priority of the BFSes in Phase 2 is assigned with a similar idea, but in Phase 2, we are interested in reducing the distance between the embedding match cost bounds and the exact costs of the candidate embeddings. The embedding match cost bound gap of an embedding \(f\) is computed as follows.

\[
C^{+}(f) - C^{-}(f) = \sum_{q_i \in V^Q} \sum_{q_j \in V^Q} \delta^{+}_{q_i, q_j}(f(q_i), f(q_j)) - \delta^{-}_{q_i, q_j}(f(q_i), f(q_j))
\]

Here the BFS starting from data node \(f(q_i)\) contributes \(\sum_{q_j \in V^Q} \delta^{+}_{q_i, q_j}(f(q_i), f(q_j)) - \delta^{-}_{q_i, q_j}(f(q_i), f(q_j))\) to the bound gap. Taking into account all the candidate embeddings, the priority \(P_2(u)\) of the BFS starting from \(u\) is computed as in the following equation.

\[
P_2(u) = \sum_{f \in \hat{F}} \sum_{q_i \in V^Q} \sum_{q_j \in V^Q} \delta^{+}_{q_i, q_j}(u, f(q_j)) - \delta^{-}_{q_i, q_j}(u, f(q_j)),
\]

where \(\hat{F}\) is the set of embeddings whose lower bounds are smaller than \(C^{+}(f_k)\). A high priority indicates that the BFS can efficiently reduce the distance between the bounds and the exact match costs of the candidate embeddings.

5. DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION

Since a single machine has limited memory and computation resources, we design a distributed system to store the web-scale information networks and execute our algorithm.

5.1 System Overview

Our system is implemented based on a distributed graph computation framework, Piccolo [24], which consists of one master process and multiple worker processes. Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the system. In our system, the master coordinates the workers to perform the bound refinement and the termination check in the two phases of the algorithm.
Distributed in-memory state table. For efficiency, the data graph is stored in an in-memory state table that is distributed across the workers. Each data node corresponds to one row in the table. The row associated with a node \( v \), \( \text{row}(v) \), stores the metadata of node \( v \) including the node name, the node type, and the neighbors’ keys. Additionally, \( \text{row}(v) \) contains a hash map that stores the closeness scores associated with node \( v \). Each worker stores a partition of the state table. In our implementation, we assign data nodes to the workers by applying a hash function to the node keys, but other partition strategies can also be applied. With the distributed in-memory state table, we next show how to perform the distributed bound refinement and the distributed termination check.

5.2 Distributed Bound Refinement

For the bound refinement, a total of \( |V_Q^S| + k \cdot |V_Q^U| \) BFSes are performed simultaneously (from Phase 1 and Phase 2). To efficiently coordinate multiple workers to perform the BFSes is non-trivial. We explain our key designs as follows.

Computing priorities of BFSes. To schedule the BFSes, the master maintains the priority score of each BFS. The priority scores, as in Eq. (13) and Eq. (15), are computed distributedly. The computation is similar to the distributed termination check, which is explained in Section 5.3.

Expanding one BFS. The workers expand the BFS with the highest priority each time. Each iteration of a BFS finishes when all workers have finished processing for that iteration. The master keeps track of the workers that have finished the iteration and notifies the workers to expand the next BFS when the iteration is completed.

Aggressive expansion for multiple BFSes. When expanding a BFS, an iteration is not completed until all the workers have finished. This synchronization can degrade the efficiency, especially when the workloads are imbalanced among the workers. To solve this problem, we propose aggressive expansion. When a worker is idle, we let the worker aggressively expands the next BFS in the priority queue without waiting for the previous BFS’s completion.

Multiple message queues. With aggressive expansion, an iteration may take longer time since multiple BFSes compete for the computation resources. We give an example as follows. Suppose there are two BFSes, BFS(\( v \)) and BFS(\( u \)). BFS(\( v \)) has the highest priority. When a worker, \( w \), is working on BFS(\( v \)), it may receive the messages for BFS(\( u \)) from the workers that have finished processing BFS(\( v \)). Because \( w \) have to process the messages of both BFS(\( u \)) and BFS(\( v \)), the iteration of BFS(\( v \)) could be slowed down. Our solution is to implement multiple message queues in each worker, one message queue for each BFS. When processing messages, the message queues with higher priorities are processed earlier. With this design, the processing of the BFS with the highest priority is not interfered by the other BFSes.

5.3 Distributed Termination Check

We now discuss how to perform termination checks when the closeness scores are distributed across the workers.

Distributed termination check for Phase 1. We distribute the termination check workload among the workers. Each worker first finds its local top-\( k^* \) candidates (according to the upper bound costs) and send them to the master. The master finds the global top-\( k^* \) candidates among the local top-\( k^* \) candidates. Additionally, each worker is responsible for checking the top-\( k \) condition in Eq. (9) on its local nodes. Using the results from the workers, the master determines whether the real top-\( k^* \) candidates are found.

Distributed termination check for Phase 2. In Phase 2, the termination check is performed by the master. The master aggregates the closeness score bounds of the candidate pairs from the workers and performs the termination check by the branch-and-bound method [17]. In our implementation, the branch-and-bound method is accelerated by using multiple threads.

6. EVALUATION

6.1 Experiment Settings

System. We performed our experiments on two clusters: a local cluster and an Amazon EC2 cluster. The local cluster consisted of four machines connected by a 1Gb Ethernet switch. Each machine had 16GB RAM and one 1.86GHz Intel Xeon E5502 CPU with four cores. The Amazon EC2 cluster consisted of 100 m3.large instances, each of which had 2 vCPUs and 7.5GB RAM. All the experiments were implemented using C++.

Datasets. Two real-life networks, DBLP and Freebase, and several synthetic graphs were used in our experiments. (1) The DBLP graph [2] is a bibliography network containing three types of nodes: author, paper, and venue. There are 3.5 million nodes and 9.5 million edges in the DBLP graph. (2) A subset of Freebase containing film information was used in our experiments. The film dataset has five types of nodes: film, director, actor, perform, and role. There are 1.4 million nodes and 1.8 million edges. (3) Synthetic graphs were generated by duplicating the DBLP dataset. Each node in DBLP has several copies in the synthetic graphs. We varied the duplication factor from 30 to 300 to produce the synthetic graphs with different sizes ranging from 100 million nodes to 1 billion nodes.

Query graphs. Real-life and synthetic queries were used in the experiments. We selected the real-life queries that are representative of different patterns of query graphs, including a chain, a star, and a circuit. The real-life queries are listed in Table 2. Q1, Q2 are for DBLP. Q3 is for Freebase. The corresponding query graphs are shown in Fig. 4(a).

Table 2: Real-life queries

The synthetic queries were composed based on a subgraph of a data graph. The size of the synthetic query is specified by two parameters: the number of specific nodes \( |V_Q^S| \) and the number of query nodes \( |V_Q^U| \), denoted in the form \( (|V_Q^S|,|V_Q^U|) \). To generate a query, we randomly selected a connected subgraph of specified size from a data graph and added noise to the query by inserting and deleting edges.

Parameter setting. We evaluated our index-free algorithm, GraB, and an index-based algorithm, GraB-Index. In our algorithms, \( \alpha \) was set to 0.01. GraB-Index follows the algorithm framework shown in Section 3. In contrast to GraB, GraB-Index indexes the pairwise distances of nodes using the pruned labeling algorithm [5]. Since only the lengths of the
shortest paths were indexed, $N$ was set to 1 in GraB-Index. However, GraB considered the shortest path numbers and $N$ was set to 99.

6.2 Answering Real-Life Queries

Here we show the effectiveness of our algorithm in answering real-life queries. The best embeddings obtained with our algorithm for the three queries in Table 2 are shown in Fig. 4(b). For Q1, there are multiple pairs of authors that can satisfy the query. Our algorithm found all of the authors and returned the exact matches of the query graph. For Q2, in DBLP no author published in all of the three conferences between 2010 and 2012, so there are no exact matches. However, our algorithm could still provide answers to the query with similar matches. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the algorithm found Ling Huang as the best answer because his coauthor published in SIGMETRICS 2010. Since they have coauthored ten papers, there are ten 3-hop paths between them. For Q3, the query does not conform with Freebase’s schema. However, our algorithm found two films, ‘Presidential Reunion’ and ‘How the Grinch Stole Christmas!’, as the best answer, which corresponds to the fact in real life. These results illustrate that our algorithm can provide answers to real-life queries effectively with both exact matches and similar matches.

6.3 Comparison with Existing Graph Matching Algorithms

We compared GraB-Index and GraB with four state-of-the-art graph matching algorithms, RDF-3X [23], Graph-Exploration-based subgraph matching (GE) [27], Ness [18], and NeMa [19]. RDF-3X is an index-based search engine that identifies exact matches on RDF documents. The RDF documents of DBLP and Freebase were used in our experiments. GE is an index-free subgraph matching algorithm that identifies exact matches in billion-node graphs. In contrast, Ness and NeMa identify the similar matches of a query graph using neighborhood similarity. The two algorithms are index-based; they precompute the structural signature of $h$-hop neighborhood for each graph node. Table 3 compares the supported features of the four algorithms with ours.

### Table 3: The comparison of the supported features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exact Match</td>
<td>❌</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity Match</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schemaless Match</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index-Free</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: The comparison of running time (d=day, s=second)

In the following, we first compare the graph matching algorithms in terms of the effectiveness and the efficiency in answering real-life queries. Then, the costs of building indices on DBLP and billion-node graphs are shown.

#### 6.3.1 Effectiveness and Efficiency

The performance comparison of the graph matching algorithms in finding the top-$k$ answers for the real-life queries is shown in Table 6.3. The evaluation was performed in a single machine. For our algorithms, $k^*$ were set to 10; for Ness and NeMa, we set $h=2$, which was the recommended setting. First, we consider the capability in providing the answers to the queries. (1) RDF-3X and GE could only answer Q1 since they could not find similar matches. (2) NeMa could not find any answers for Q1. In Q1, there is a query node that is 3-hop away from the two specific nodes; therefore, NeMa could not find any matches for the query node. (3) Both Ness and NeMa could not find the answers for Q2. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the best answer of Q2 contains two nodes that are 3-hop away, but Ness and NeMa only considered 2-hop neighborhood. (4) Although Ness and NeMa could successfully find the top-1 answer for Q3, they could not find the top-10 answers. This is because actor Jim Carry only collaborated with director Ron Howard in two movies. If users need more answers, the movie nodes and the actor nodes that are more than 2 hops away should be considered.

In contrast to the other algorithms, because GraB and GraB-Index consider node pairs of any distance, they found the top-1 and the top-10 answers for all the queries.

In terms of the running time, GraB-Index outperformed all the other algorithms, taking 0.14 seconds on average. As an index-free algorithm, GraB was slower than the index-based algorithms. The other index-free algorithm, GE, which finds only the exact matches, was also faster than GraB. However, without using indexes, GraB could answer queries with both exact and similar matches within only a few seconds, and the running time could be further reduced by increasing the worker number, as will be shown in Section 6.6. Next, we show the advantages of the index-free algorithms by comparing the costs of building indices.

#### 6.3.2 Costs of Building Index

We measured the cost of computing and storing the indices on DBLP and estimated the cost for a web-scale information network that had 1 billion nodes. The indices...
Table 5: The costs of building indices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Time for Indexing</th>
<th>Data Size (Graph + Index)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RDF-3X</td>
<td>2.12 hours</td>
<td>&gt; 10 years 10.71 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeMa (h=2)</td>
<td>1.53 hours</td>
<td>&gt; 8 days 1.18 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ness (h=2)</td>
<td>5.34 hours</td>
<td>&gt; 18 days 15.99 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ness (h=3)</td>
<td>1.53 hours</td>
<td>&gt; 8 days 1.18 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We evaluated the accuracy of the top-k answers using different settings of k∗. In the experiments, k was set to 10. We obtained baseline results by setting k∗ = 100, assuming that finding the top-100 candidate matches for each query node is sufficient for finding the real top-10 embeddings. The accuracy of the top-k answers was measured as follows. Given the top-10 embeddings, let c_{real} be the matching cost of the 10th embedding. From the top-10 embeddings found by GraB, let N_{acc} be the number of embeddings that have match costs less than or equal to C_{real}^{k}. These embeddings are considered to be the accurate answers. The accuracy of the top-10 embeddings is computed as N_{acc} / 10.

We generated 4 groups of queries for different query sizes. Each group contained 10 queries. We increased k∗ from 5 to 30. For each setting of k∗, the average accuracy of each query group is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that 1) the accuracy increased significantly when k∗ was changed from 5 to 10; 2) when k∗ = 10, in most query groups, over 80% of the answers were accurate; 3) when k∗ = 30, all the real top-10 answers were found. However, when k∗ is larger, the running time of query processing is longer. Fig. 6 shows the average running time of each query group. When the query size is larger, the impact of k∗ on the running time is more significant. For example, it requires 12.01 seconds to answer queries in group (5,10) in DBLP when k∗ is 10, but when k∗ is 20 and 30, it takes 18.10 and 34.31 seconds, respectively. Therefore, taking into account the accuracy and the running time, we recommend setting k∗ to be between k and 2k. In the rest of this section, we let k∗ equal to k.

6.5 Performance

We evaluated the performance of our algorithm by measuring the running time. The experiments were performed on the local cluster. For each query size, we generated 10 queries and measured the average running time.

Effects of bounding technique. We set k to 10 and evaluated the efficiency of the bounding technique by comparing our algorithm with the naive algorithm that computes the exact matching costs of the embeddings. The running time of the two algorithms is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that our algorithm is 100 to 400 times faster than the naive algorithm. This result shows that using bounds can effectively reduce the running time. Additionally, the result demonstrates that our index-free algorithm can answer the top-10 queries within a few seconds.

Effects of priority scheduling. We show how the BFS priority scheduling policy introduced in Section 4.4 affects the running time. We set k to 10 and compared the priority scheduling policy with a round-robin scheduling policy. The running time of the two policies is shown in Fig. 8. When the query graph is larger, the priority scheduling is more efficient. We observe that DBLP benefits more from using the priority scheduling. Because the DBLP network is denser than Freebase, the priority scheduling greatly helps to reduce the expensive cost of performing BFSes on DBLP.

Effects of varying k∗. We studied how the value of k affects the running time. Fig. 9 shows the running time of finding the top-5, the top-10, and the top-20 answers for each query group. Because the running time is mainly determined by k∗ and we set k∗ to be equal to k, when k becomes larger, more embeddings have to be evaluated in Phase 2. Therefore, the running time is longer when k is larger.

6.6 Scalability

Scalability with worker number. We evaluated how our algorithm scales with the worker number using the Amazon EC2 cluster. For this experiment, the 100-million-node synthetic graph was used and k was set to 10. The worker number was varied from 20 to 100. We measured the average running time for each query group. Fig. 10(a) shows the running time for different numbers of workers. For the small queries, i.e., group (4,2) and group (6,3), our algorithm could answer the queries within about 3 seconds. It can be seen that when the worker number increases, the running time of answering small queries is not significantly reduced. This is because using more workers introduce more communication overhead. However, for the large queries, i.e., group (8,4) and group (10,5), the running time decreases as the worker number becomes larger. This is because the computation for answering larger queries is more intensive; using more workers could efficiently reduce the running time.

Scalability with graph size. To evaluate the scalability with graph size, we utilized 100 workers in the Amazon cluster. The graph size was varied from 200 million to 1 billion nodes. We let k be 10 and measured the average running time for each query group. Fig. 10(b) shows the running time for answering the queries on different sizes of data graph. The running time increases slowly with the data graph size. This result demonstrates the ability of our distributed system to scale for billion-node graphs.

7. RELATED WORK

Graph matching. Graph matching has been extensively studied over the past decades [26]. Some recent works [19, 18, 13, 10, 9, 7] studied how to perform subgraph matching on large graphs. However, the proposed approach-
es are not suitable for billion-node graphs due to expensive indexing costs. The graph-exploration-based subgraph matching algorithm by Sun et al. [27] finds exact matches in billion-node graphs. In contrast, our algorithm finds both exact matches and similar matches.

**Top-k query.** Top-k queries request the best-k answers for a given query [15]. The Threshold Algorithm and Fagin's Algorithm are commonly used to answer top-k queries [8]. However, they require precomputing sorted lists to derive the upper bounds and the lower bounds. For distributed graph databases, the top-k graph query problems studied in [20, 11, 16] query for one unknown entity that are highly relevant to a given set of entities, but the problem we studied considers the relationships among multiple unknown entities, which is more common in real life.

**RDF query.** RDF queries are important for discovering information on information networks. Some RDF query systems [1, 23, 6] have been developed. These systems build sophisticated indices on a single machine for query processing. In recent years, distributed RDF query systems [29, 14, 31] are proposed to support web-scale RDF graphs. However, the systems focus on finding the answers that exactly match queries. The flexible graph pattern queries have been studied in [25], which finds the answers similar to the RDF queries. The approach stores RDF triples on HDFS [3] and answers the queries by repeatedly joining intermediate results. In contrast, our approach does not produce a huge amount of intermediate join results.

**Distributed graph computation.** Since billion-node graphs are increasingly common, distributed graph computation frameworks [32, 21, 22, 24] have been developed to support graph operations, such as computing PageRank scores and computing shortest paths. Although our system is implemented based on Piccolo [24], it can also be implemented on any other frameworks that can support breadth-first search.

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose GraB, an index-free graph matching algorithm for answering top-k queries on web-scale information networks. Our approach provides meaningful answers via exact and similar matching. To obtain the answers quickly without indices, GraB utilizes a novel heuristic for selecting the top candidates of query nodes and computes the bounds of matching scores to derive the top-k answers instead of computing the exact matching scores. A distributed system for the algorithm is proposed to allow scalability. Our experiments demonstrate that the proposed approach can efficiently answer queries on billion-node information networks.
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